The 2013-14 athletics season has started strongly for the KSB Junior Men’s teams, with both
outstanding individual and team performances. With five rounds of shield behind us the Junior Men
are in solid ladder positions. The under eighteen team are currently sitting in fourth but with a big
effort after Christmas will push Williamstown for third. The under sixteen first team is a narrow
second, just behind Western Athletics and will need to produce some of last years dominant
performances to take the premiership. The under fourteen first team are the opposite, sitting at the
top of the ladder just above Western, but the work is not done yet with seven rounds to come to
maintain their lead. In the first five rounds the average number of events per day for KSB Junior Men
was 3. Dominic Sykes competed in the most events with a total of 29 in the five rounds. I would like
to challenge everyone to follow Dominic’s lead and try something extra to add to the team points.
The Junior Men’s team came back strongly from winter training or rest, with many new PBs set in
the first few rounds. For the first four rounds of the season the under sixteen relay teams beat the
under eighteen team to the line. I would like to say we were just giving them a go but after four
rounds I’m pretty sure that’s not right. We spent weeks searching for a winning combination and
found it with a late inclusion to the under eighteen team, Alex Sykes, who proved to be the race
winner in round five.
I hope everyone in the team continues to enjoy their Saturdays at Shield and aim to challenge their
PBs in the next seven rounds.

Junior Men’s Ladders at the end of Round 5

